Fresh start
Men's baseball looks to rebound from last-place finish in C-USA

In the know
Film student to explore young global awareness in latest documentary

Students call professor's blog harassment

Confederate flag discussion part of series that tackles controversial issues

Honors students get first pick of newest housing
Documentary examines U.S. youth's global understanding

HALA BORIS

Only 37 percent of young Americans can find Iran on a map—though U.S. troops have been there since 2001. The National Geographic-Scripps Howard Survey found this startling, along with the fact that many youth are not aware of current and foreign affairs. But the National Geographic study produced alarming results.

The U.S. ranked last sent to Mexico in geographic literacy. The test also measures whether youth can name the most widely spoken language of the world’s largest country and the largest con­

The idea occurred to Long, who along with her husband, a former U.S. diplomat, major Long told her students she was going to produce a documentary about how U.S. youth understand the word most powerful in the world. "We've been increasingly struck by the fact that youth can't name the most powerful country in the world and are not aware of current and foreign affairs," she added.

For more information, contact UCF Bookstore at (407) 823-0231.

UCF winter break hours

The University Recreation and Wellness Center will be open for break hours until Dec. 23, then closed until Jan. 2. Break hours will remain the same as fall. For more information, contact the Recreation and Wellness Center at (407) 823-4608.

Let US KNOW

The Future wants to hear from you! If you have a club, organization or event and want your information to be consid­

Central Florida Future

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

We are the campus’s only student newspaper. Founded in 1968, Central Florida Future is an opinion, news and sports weekly published weekly. The newspaper is compiled by Central Florida Future Staff. Visit us online at www.centralfloridafuture.com. For questions or comments, please contact us at info@centralfloridafuture.com.

Central Florida Future is a proud supporter of the Free Press Democracy Initiative, a national movement to protect local journalism. Visit www.freepressdemocracy.com to find out how you can help preserve local journalism in your community.

Local weather
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GRAB YOUR COUPON BOOK in the student union today or print your coupons online at www.KnightNewspapers.com!

NEW 2007 CHEVY AVEO with 37 EPA estimated highway MPG. A standard iPod input jack. And room to seat five comfortably. The Chevy® Aveo® LS Sedan is one surprisingly big car. And now, Aveo is backed by the GM® 100,000 mile/5-year Powertrain Limited Warranty. Starting at just $12,515. Try LT as shown $14,125! Go big at chevyaveo.com

In association with UCF, do your shopping with KnightShoppers.com and get the best deals and discounts on hundreds of your favorite brands.

Inquire about our other undergraduate and graduate programs in:

Education and Business Administration

Call Now or visit our Website!

1-888-GO-TO-CAU
(46-86-228)

www.mia.albizu.edu
2173 NW 99 Avenue. Miami, FL 33172

CAU Carlos Albizu University
A PRIVATE • NON-PROFIT • FULLY ACCREDITED UNIVERSITY

Etimology: New Latin psicologia, from psych- + -logia-logy. The science of mind and behavior.

Start the New Year with a first-class education in Psychology

Join us at Carlos Albizu University

CAU is fully accredited by the Middle States Commission of Higher Education

Exciting and challenging programs in:

Bachelor of Science in Psychology

Master of Science in Psychology

Mental Health, Marriage and Family Therapy and School Counseling.

Master of Science in Industrial / Organizational Psychology

Program ranked #3 in the nation.

Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) in Clinical Psychology

Accredited by the American Psychological Association (APA).

Personalized attention, small class settings and flexible schedules are just a few of the great assets that CAU has to offer.

Inquire about our other undergraduate and graduate programs in:

Education and Business Administration

QUALITY • CONVENIENCE • FLEXIBILITY

Quality, convenience, and flexibility are available for all our students, online and on campus.

(800) 857-2050

www.PremierAdult.com...
Gordon, who heads the university's National Race Council, estimated the death toll could reach 1,000 people.

"There are many unidentified bodies. There could be a lot more hidden below. Whole families may have been wiped out," he told The Associated Press by telephone.

The Red Cross has thus far counted 646 deaths, with 398 others missing, based on figures provided by mayors of devastated towns in Abaco province, which was the worst area affected by the storm.

The government placed the number of dead at 314, with 342 missing and 418 injured.

Widow's first big assignment of the season lasts 15 days

HIGHER EDUCATION

A4

Stop into the UCF Bookstore to get cash for your textbooks.

Can't make it to the store? Look for our tents around campus!

“"No one pays more!"
Changing the way students talk about teachers.

You know those surveys that you fill out about your professors at the end of each semester? Well, your student government has posted the results on our website. It's time to know what students are really saying about their professors.

SGA.UCF.EDU

Where students are the first priority.

Student Government Association

SGA Presidential Election

Presidential Elections 2007

Important Dates:

Information Session: 1/17 @ 12:30pm (SU, 316 C)
Petitions Available: 1/22 @ 9am
Information Session: 1/24 @ 12:30pm (SU, 316 C)
Declaration of Candidacy: 1/29-2/1 (9-5pm)
Information Session: 2/5 @ 12:30pm (SU, 316 C)
Candidate Forum: 2/13 @ 12:30pm (SU, 316 CD)

Election Dates: 2/19-2/21

SGA.UCF.edu
Facebook group called ‘pro-genocide’ by professor

The outcome of the charge is still pending.

Among entries the students included in their grievance was an Aug. 12 entry on Mauer's blog titled "As I View for Daniel Booth and Michael Brooks," in which Mauer offered an overview for the students to use someday in explaining why they created what he called a "pro-genocide" Facebook group.

Reasons included "sicko," "too much memory in fish," and that the students were "dropped on their heads as babies."

"I used my blog to write about the threats they made but I never verbally harassed these students, nor did I ever 'write about them.'" Mauer told the Future via email.

Daniel Booth, former chair- man of the College Republi- can, began R.B.E.L. in late 2004 after seeing the same Facebook group at Florida State University. The UCF group was closed in April of 2005.

"It was a silly group that was just for fun and had no power or standing... it was a senatorial stupid and absurd distant border group but we will NEVER spe- cifically for its creation nor admit that we did something wrong," stated the students in their grievance against Mauer.

"We do not want to kill lib- rarians or anyone for that matter. We don't support genocide or mass murder by any means," Brown told the Future. The students also claimed that Daniel Booth and Michael Brooks' had been changed from its original form. The students alleged two versions of the entry in their grievance. In the second version, the comment about "small penises" was omitted.

Mauer defended his Aug. 12 posting by claiming that all of the quotes the students cited from his blog were taken out of context, and that he routinely edits his entries.

"I was always hypothetical, in both versions," Mauer told the Future. "The purpose of this blog post was to ask them again why they simply did not remove violence and/or spol­ adean for making faulty truths.

The students also cited in their grievance a line from Mauer's blog calling Republican the "apparent leader" of politi­ cal Tom Dog.

"It is an obviously satirical statement about the numerous photos of Robbins and the dis­ disgraced politician Tom Delay with their arms around each other that Robbins had posted to his Facebook page," Mauer said.

In defense of R.B.E.L., the students called their Facebook group satirical, citing examples of other humorous groups such as "Anonymous George Dubin Bush," "I Heart Crack Goons," and "I hate people who partici­ pate in class.

But Mauer disagrees.

"R.B.E.L., contrary to the claims of the R.B.E.L. students, is in no way clearly satirical, especially since the officer titles they give themselves -- Demo­ cratic Blacks, Democratic Termites, and Democratic Mas.." -so clearly highly violent and, furthermore, imply that they take pleasure in violence against their perceived enemies," Mauer said.

John Schell, Vice Provost for Academic Affairs, was one of the administrators to review the grievance filed by the students.

"I do not merit in the griev­ ance, finding no violation of a rule, regulation, or procedure of the University or the Board of Trustees," said Schell in his letter to the students. "If a person or a group of people acts to prov­ ence, then those individuals should be prepared to accept the conse­ quences when that provocation is sufficient."

Schell stated that Mauer has free speech rights and is enti­ tled to his own opinion, that is, those of the students filing the grievance.

He also went on his letter to "beep that good judgment prevails and that Dr. Mauer will never defend his own critics or private expression of opinion and his faculty presence" UCF.

Mauer has since removed his blog link from his Profile Web­ site, as well as all blog entries mentioning the students.

"This is an issue of free speech, and First Amendment rights," said Schell. "Mauer didn't go past those limits that are protected by the First Amendment or free speech."

Mike Mendez, former presi­ dent of the College Democrats, and that while he disapproved of the R.B.E.L. group, he stood with the students in the matter.

"It is the responsibility of a professor to challenge students to think critically and engage in open and honest dialogue not to bring political discourse down to the level of personal insults."

Mendes said, ""It is ok some­ one so immature to be touched? I think he should be fired."

The students said they were upset with UCF's decision regarding the harassment grievance and feel that those pro­ venance should be act."

They added that they have never asked for Mauer to file his job.

"We should have as much of a voice," Robinson said. "We will not be sat­ isfied until we are heard."

Some students in the Tower protested in solidarity with their perceived enemies, just like one of the students.

Steve Kean, fourth from left, and sophomore Adrian Naum, farthest left, receive the Challenge Coin, at an event for the community event, at the Police Training Building on Friday. Hulse and Naum helped to identify a burglary suspect.

Higher test scores guaranteed

"Web site for any phone
when you can have a SLVR?

Call (407) 210-6588

Higher test scores guaranteed

WHY CHOOSE CIRCULAR?

Why wait to order

By ordering now, you will be entitled to 15% off. This offer is good until Dec 15, 2006.
LOOKING INTO LAW SCHOOL?

Free LSAT

Saturday
December 30
10 am - 2 pm
Marriott Courtyard
UCF, Classroom A

Tuesday
January 2
6 pm - 10 pm
Marriott Courtyard
UCF, Classroom A

Blackstone Prep 800-881-LSAT

Introducing: KnightOWL

The University Writing Center is now offering more online and phone consultations for all UCF students.

To schedule an appointment visit: www.uwc.scheduler.ucf.edu and look for KnightOWL online or KnightOWL phone.

For more information: www.uwc.ucf.edu or 407-823-2197.

Safety for the Holidays

At Home

If you are leaving for an extended amount of time, have a trusted friend watch your home. If you're in an apartment, see if a friend can keep your valuables with them or put them with you. Remember that management often has workers do clean-up during the time that you're gone (painting, carpet replacement, etc).

- Arrange to have mail held at the post office.
- Do not hide jewelry in your home. Use a safe deposit box located at your bank.
- Don't advertise your trip.
- Turn down the ringer on your phone, so it can't be heard outside.
- If you have a garage door, lock it with a bar or padlock from the inside to prevent someone from forcing the door up.
- Use an electric timer to turn lights on and off.
- Do not display gifts in plain sight of windows and doors.

Bikes left behind

Bikes will be impounded if they appear to be abandoned (flat tires, rusty chains, falling apart) or are illegally locked to anything other than a bike rack. Please take your bike home if you have any concerns of it being stolen.

While Shopping

- Remember to shop with friends.
- Don't carry too many packages at once, that you appear an easy target.
- Carry only the amount of cash you will need or the credit cards that you will use.
- Avoid follow-home strong-arm robberies. As you drive home, look for potential danger before entering your driveway/parking lot. If you suspect danger, do not get out of the car.
- Trust your instincts. Don't dismiss the feeling that something is wrong. Be willing to call police to report suspicious people, vehicles or situations.

Get $20 FREE FlexBucks & a chance to win a SCHOLARSHIP for the Fall Semester 2007 from the UCF Bookstore

By being one of the first 200 who sign up for a Residential or Block Dining Membership this Spring Semester 2007! Go to www.ucfdining.com or call us at 407-823-2651 for more details.

Some restrictions apply.

In partnership with the UCF Bookstore
www.ucfbookstore.com
Open Hours: Mon-Thu 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Fri 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Flag's connotation said to be paralleled with swastika's

Barfield, assistant professor for communication, served as discussion facilitators. "Chains can talk about things, they will always be the way they are," Barfield said.

For many people, the Confederate flag represents a time in American history when blacks were treated more like property than citizens in the South. Black men were denied the same benefits that white men held, such as education, the right to own land and the right to vote.

"There is not a profound of certain things (the Confederate flag) stood for, "Higgins-Barnes said. "But it's what makes us American.

The swastika was a sacred symbol in Indian religions, including Hinduism, where it was a mark of good luck when drawn on people or objects. Once it was adopted by the Nazis, the symbol's meaning changed for Americans who were unaware of its historical and religious value in other cultures.

"I can understand how the Confederate flag can be validated," Patel said.

It's important to help students bring them the opportunity to learn what they didn't know before about a deep issue, Higginbotham said. They may not fully understand, but they may not fully understand the issues at hand.

"We need to change," Freeman said. "There can't be a change what we can't talk about.
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Default password easy to crack

Cash, who utilizes the

instances of WebCT account hacking here have not been red-flagged by UCF officials.

UCF has received no reports of such activity prior to this, Information Security officer Chris Vakhordjian said in an e-mail interview.

"I am in the process of investigating this, but have nothing to report at this time," Vakhordjian said.

Duquette said he went through great measures to bring attention to the issue and make the systems harder to abuse, talk­
ging to everyone, from UCF Course Development and Web Services to SGA, only to get no response.

The person who cracked his "default account wasn't pun­ished, and continued to take the

WebCT system as a learning tool in most of his classes, makes it a point to remind his students to change their passwords at the start of every semester, he said.

"Anyone who's taken my class, I try to remind them 'you need to be healthy paranoid!'" Cash said.

UCF Junior John Moeller and Chris Kidwell, both com­puter science majors, have heard rumors of WebCT abuse and subscribe to the same school of thought as Cash.

Both change their passwords as often as they see fit, as well as take other precautions such as clearing out computer cookies and choosing not to select the "save password" option offered by some browsers, they said.

Unlike the person who cracked Daquettte's account, many of the crackers stay under the radar because they are smart enough to cover their tracks, most likely by altering any copied work, said Moeller, who works as a technical advisor for the Recreation and Wellness Center in coordination with Student Development and芙蓉Dervices.

"If you're intelligent enough to back into somebody's account like this, you're not to be dumb enough to just put that as your own worth," Cash said.

The fact that reports of such activity prior to this, and the few people who have tried to make WebCT account cracking as a lesson learned and hopes

"That things have happened," Cash said.

With Duquette's situation in mind, Cash continues to instruct all his students to protect themselves from a multitude of potential problems, from not being uninformed can lead to.

"Bad things have happened.

"It's not even as difficult or as

"It's not even as hard or as

"It's not even as hard or as

"It's not even as hard or as

"It's not even as hard or as

"It's not even as hard or as

"It's not even as hard or as
Donate new or gently used toys as well as nonperishable food items. Most of the items will be donated to the Children's Home Society, and the rest of the items will be donated to the WRCC.

More than 87,000 children and adults are waiting for an organ or tissue donation to save their lives. UCF is an organization dedicated to promoting awareness about donations and signing organ donor cards. Please join us in sharing information about saving lives!
of Student Involvement
gets by with a little help from our friends...

This Past Semester's Events:

**Campus Activities Board:**
- Science of Sleep
- Music Showcase
- Open Mic Knights
- Blast from the Past
- A Knight at the Carnival
- Gold Rush
- Viva Las Vegas
- Skit Knight
- Carnival Knight
- Spirit Splash

**Volunteer UCF:**
- After School Tutoring
- Card Day
- Feed the Homeless
- Good Sport
- Green Ribbon Days
- Halloween Spooktacular
- 15th Annual Hunger Banquet
- Rock for Hunger
- Jeans for Joy
- Miracle Mile
- Reach Out and Read
- Teddy Bear Drive
- Toy Drive
- Wiggle Waggle Walk

**Special Thanks to:**
- Student Government Association
- Family Weekend Planning Committee
- Homecoming Task Force
- Central Florida Future
- Campus Life
- Student Development and Enrollment Services
- Walt Disney World Resorts Human Resources
- Universal Studios Florida
- Woody's BBQ
- Romana United

Wishing You a Happy New Christmas Hanukkah!


In Florida, and every other state in this country, children should be allowed the right to a legal education. But perhaps the worst critic of youth shackling is Melissa Abdalla, 'Ilffany Patterson

It's the adults that will read the遇见 comments of the adults. They're usually not as simple-minded as that.

"The season for Christmas trees, and no, I'm not talking about the evergreen in your living room. It's finals week, and teachers are scribbling on their Scantrons, wondering if the answer can really be three times in a row. This way is coming out of my dreads for my tests this week, but I think there needs to be a serious way in the test we write this country.

Each year, we spend about $27 million dollars on the FCAT, and the test wastes much more money. Months are spent preparing students for the test, and for all the preparation and true spirit in line, students learn only one thing: how to pass the FCAT. So much of us dislike the FCAT, does serve one purpose: it forces students to understand basic 9th grade concepts before they can graduate. So the FCAT should be kept around for that purpose, right? Wrong. The fact that incompetent students have gotten so far in school is the real problem that needs to be addressed here.

Teachers need to grade students accurately and hold them back a grade when the situation calls for it. And for that to happen, teachers need principals and administrators who will back them up instead of yielding to political pressure.

The ways things are now, Florida high schools are not only breeding grounds and factories of huge amounts of mediocre students. I just hope our service-industry-dominated economy can provide jobs for thousands of people who lack any discernable skills.

Of course, testing doesn't begin and end with the standardized variety, and there needs to be a lot of changes made to have schools test on an everyday basis. Throughout the first four years in school, a good memory is often maintained for intelligence, as most tests simply require students to dredge up whatever their teacher taught them recently.

Not rating memorization is important, but we need to test critical thinking — make students actually apply the concepts they have learned. Here's an example from a well-taught class I took on mass communication law: Instead of simply asking us to recite definitions against liberal professors, the course professor scenarized and asked us to argue a case, with the best defense to use.

Unsurprisingly, a lot of my peers wound up struggling with the class, but you really cannot expect our 16 to 21-year-olds to have a broad knowledge in which they cannot think critically. As much as these students complained, they had to learn this lesson at some point. By the way, I think the chances of three questions in a row having the same answer is about 1 in 250. This is why I learned to apply what my teachers taught me — it might sound like a mouth full, but yes, this is good enough.
After Subpar '06, UCF Baseball Heating Up

Baseball to rely on underclassmen to lead Knights in '07

By BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

Now that we are in the chilly time of the year, action in the sports world is heating up. NCAA football bowl games are right around the corner and NFL teams are positioning themselves for the playoffs. Plus, the NBA and the NHL are both underway.

But when you think of winter sports, the one that comes to everybody’s mind is college baseball. OK, probably not, but don’t tell that to the UCF Baseball team. The Golden Knights wrapped up fall baseball on Nov. 18. While a small window to evaluate talent, some players definitely shined this fall and could be significant contributors in helping the Knights rebound from a 33-40 season.

In the preseason, the Knights were predicted to finish fifth in 2006. Instead, they ended up ninth, dead last in Conference USA (CUA). The main reason for this failure was a lack of hitting. To describe the Knights’ performance at the plate simply as “bad” would be off.

UCF finished in the bottom-third of the conference in hits, runs, average, walks and many other categories, but they were talented at striking out. UCF batters put the K in Knights with 202 strikeouts in 2006. Also, the Knights were dreadful with men in scoring position. In a two-year span last season, they were 52-218 (.231) in that situation. Head coach Jay Bergman said that organization and execution on the road was the main problem.

But the Knights do have a wealth of experience at the plate. The team has four just six upperclassmen.

Women’s Basketball falls to Georgia Southern

By NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

When it rains, it pours. After a tumultuous fall, UCF Women’s Basketball is caught in the middle of a storm, defensive struggles are not the only problem. The latest black cloud came over the Knights when they lost to Georgia Southern.

UCF has now lost four games in a row and six overall. A dismal 1-7 record to start the season.

The problem for the Knights is that they just can’t seem to get everything right at the same time. The most common problem for UCF has been poor shooting from the field. Well, the game against Georgia Southern, they shot 40 percent. That was higher than Georgia Southern’s 38 percent from the field. Not only was that the first time this season that the Knights shot better than their opponent, but it was the first time that they cracked the 40 percent mark.

In fact, the 77 points were the highest tally this season as well. The two highest scorers in the game played for UCF. Guard Francesca Houston led the way with 22 points and forward Brandi Miles was right behind her with 17. Houston also contributed to the Knights’ 50 percent shooting from the arc when she hit six of nine three-pointers.

Put the first time all season, shooting wasn’t the problem. Yet UCF still lost the game. Georgia Southern dominated UCF in second chance points, 40-45. The biggest contributor to that stat was Georgia Southern out-rebounded UCF 40-32. That stat is a little shocking, considering that, for the most part, UCF has controlled the boards this season.

There’s also always a huge disparity in the way UCF scores and its opponent scores. UCF will usually have one or two players that score a lot of its points. In the Georgia Southern game it was Houston and Miles. But the next closest to Miles’ 17 points was the nine that forward Jackie Acker put up. Georgia Southern had a lot of contributors.

Highlights

Not Houston: UCF guard Frances Houston scored a game-high 23 points on 8-of-16 shooting including 6-of-9 on 3-pointers. She also picked up two steals.

Balanced offense: GHSU had five players in double digits, led by freshman forward Shantara Alwood with 14 points.

HIGHLIGHTS

Not Houston: UCF guard Frances Houston scored a game-high 23 points on 8-of-16 shooting including 6-of-9 on 3-pointers. She also picked up two steals.

Balanced offense: GHSU had five players in double digits, led by freshman forward Shantara Alwood with 14 points.
Step from the Orlando Sentinel All-Central Florida first team and was named the 2006 Florida First Team after his senior season. Bono has been named to the All-State First Team by the Florida Sportswriters Association and the Florida Coaches Association. Bono is a left-handed power hitter.

Then he fell into a big slump as he returned from the injury. But with the tutelage of new assistant coach, Bryan Peters, the Knights had the fewest home runs and had 36 RBIs. Peters said he is taking this year for Duffy to really blossom, but that the team is not pressure-packed this season.

"Scenes from Bono and Romans were new Knight predictions. Rhett Bomar, lost close game to Georgie in the 32. If you don't have a reasonable off-season to game plan for a rusty place next to their men's basketball. There are also some more scores off a blocked punt and a botched return, losing the Knights' first game of the season. Duffy was named to the All-State First Team by the Florida Sportswriters Association and the Florida Coaches Association. Duffy is a left-handed power hitter.

Step from the Orlando Sentinel All-Central Florida first team and was named the 2006 Florida First Team after his senior season. Bono has been named to the All-State First Team by the Florida Sportswriters Association and the Florida Coaches Association. Bono is a left-handed power hitter.

Then he fell into a big slump as he returned from the injury. But with the tutelage of new assistant coach, Bryan Peters, the Knights had the fewest home runs and had 36 RBIs. Peters said he is taking this year for Duffy to really blossom, but that the team is not pressure-packed this season.

"Scenes from Bono and Romans were new Knight predictions. Rhett Bomar, lost close game to Georgie in the 32. If you don't have a reasonable off-season to game plan for a rusty place next to their men's basketball.
Matrix
Employee Leasing, Inc.

P.E.O. Seeking:
- Outside Sales Executives

- No experience necessary
- Base salary plus commission
- Full benefits

For more information, please contact:
Phone: (407) 297-9722
Fax: (407) 767-5917
E-mail: Mcarter@matrixpeo.com

Backyard Steakhouses

OPENING SOON • Lake Underhill / UCF

The Aussie Theme Restaurant known for fun, food and Great People will be opening soon.

Now Hiring all hourly positions, including Servers and Cooks
Apply in Person

Hiring Hours Monday – Friday 10:00 – 6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 – 3:00 pm

At our temporary hiring site: 12712 Lake Underhill Road
(Up front of the K)
Equal Opportunity Employer

STAFF ACCOUNTANTS

National real estate management firm seeks motivated individuals with experience in general ledger and preparing financial statements. Cash management, balance sheet reconciliation, analysis, and computer skills (Excel/Word) required.

Accuracy, attention to detail & superior customer service skills a must! Accounting or business degree required.

Recent Graduates considered!

Please send resume and cover letter with salary requirement to:
American Management Services/Pinnacle
Attn: Controller
501 S. New York Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32789
Fax (407) 754-2467
Email smilton@pmc.com
www.pinnaclerealty.com

Pinnacle
An American Management Services Company
Pinnacle on an Equal Opportunity Employer

For more information call 1-877-2-8-HIRED
**EARN UP TO $170/MO. donating plasma regularly**

**SPECIAL** Bring this ad for $5 extra on 2nd and 4th donation.

**I'M A STUDENT AND A PLASMA DONOR**

**DCI Biologicals**

Find out how thousands of students open bars and earn path by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture unique medicines for people with various diseases.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

---

**SECKING**

**TAX PROFESSIONALS, EMAIL CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT.**

Our positions are ideal for students and professionals. Most positions are seasonal.

**CONTACT CENTER OPEN HOUSE**

THURSDAY, DEC. 7TH 3 PM - 7 PM
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 31ST 3 PM - 7 PM
12650 Ingenuity Drive, Suite 200 Orlando, FL 32824

New location in Research Park in Orange County
FORTUNE magazine's "Most Admired Software Company"

---

**Horizon Consulting HIRING CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS**

**Near UCF at Forsyth & University**

Looking for a great job close to school? Horizon Consulting is hiring customer service reps. Paid training, casual dress, Saturdays, and you get paid hourly / commission + bonuses with weekly pay. Get experience in the Health Care Industry!

2 Shifts: 9:45am-5:30 4:00pm-9:00
Call 821-0827-0821 for an Interview

---

**Are You Tired of Working for Scrooge? Why not Join Our Family of Jolly Souls!**

**EARN FULL TIME!**

Working Part-Time / Hourly Pay
$200 - $450 /Week Average

**JOIN THE KIDS IN THE HOSPITALS**

Are you looking for a career in IT Industry? We can help you. We provide internships and consulting opportunities. We offer great salaries with excellent benefits. We sponsor H1B and Green Cards.

**RECEPTIONIST & SALES MARKETING PERSONNEL NEEDED!**

We are currently hiring to expand our sales and marketing efforts but we are hiring to:
- Manage all Developers/Architect/Project Managers.
- Manage Analysts.
- Train and develop.
- Create a sales and marketing plan.
- Design marketing campaigns.
- Develop new business.
- Develop and maintain client relationships.
- Keep an up-to-date client database.
- Develop and maintain client relationships.
- Keep an up-to-date client database.

Please forward your resume and information to: 904-567-5632
Email: info@brianstechhelp.com

---

**Central Florida Future**

**Sales/Marketing Internships**

15-20 hours per week
3 internship credits
Tuition Reimbursement
- Provide assistance to sales department
- Help prep and design sales materials
- Contact customers on special projects
- Great Experience!

Email resume and hours of availability to
Mark@HighNewspapers.com

---

**Central Florida Future**

**Marketing Internship**

15-20 hours per week
3 internship credits
Great Experience
- Developing advertising campaigns
- Attend events
- Conduct research
- Help increase circulation
- and much more!

Email resume and hours of availability to
james@highnewspapers.com

---

**INTUIT.COM/ORLANDO**

Want to Win some extra cash?

Refera friend
If they get hired, we will pay you $50.
Send your friend's name and contact information to sales@livingatfl.com. Expires 1/31/07.

**INTUIT.COM/ORLANDO**

Install choices to be an equal opportunity employer.
NEED A BREAK?

Study Break Pizza Party!

Monday Dec 4th - Thursday 7th 4pm

Waterford Landing Condominiums
2550 N. Maitai Trail - Orlando, FL 32826
1-866-396-4341

Live payment free for one year*

See come us & ask how
www.ownwaterfordlanding.com
Stirling Commercial Group

* Mortgage, HOA, and tax subject to prefered lender terms and approval.

- Commercial
- 941
- 941
- 941
give more holiday gifts for less!

ShopLocal on OrlandoSentinel.com

Before you go holiday shopping, compare items for sale at stores near you. Or shop for gifts from your favorite stores online right now and save.

search by

brand names
local stores
categories

Orlando Sentinel